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The properties of the sand are: e - 0.5, 0 = 30Â° and G^ =2.7. Using Rankine's theory determine the active earth pressure at the base when the backfill is (i) dry, ... 
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CHAPTER 11 LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE



11.1



INTRODUCTION



Structures that are built to retain vertical or nearly vertical earth banks or any other material are called retaining walls. Retaining walls may be constructed of masonry or sheet piles. Some of the purposes for which retaining walls are used are shown in Fig. 11.1. Retaining walls may retain water also. The earth retained may be natural soil or fill. The principal types of retaining walls are given in Figs. 11.1 and 11.2. Whatever may be the type of wall, all the walls listed above have to withstand lateral pressures either from earth or any other material on their faces. The pressures acting on the walls try to move the walls from their position. The walls should be so designed as to keep them stable in their position. Gravity walls resist movement because of their heavy sections. They are built of mass concrete or stone or brick masonry. No reinforcement is required in these walls. Semi-gravity walls are not as heavy as gravity walls. A small amount of reinforcement is used for reducing the mass of concrete. The stems of cantilever walls are thinner in section. The base slab is the cantilever portion. These walls are made of reinforced concrete. Counterfort walls are similar to cantilever walls except that the stem of the walls span horizontally between vertical brackets known as counterforts. The counterforts are provided on the backfill side. Buttressed walls are similar to counterfort walls except the brackets or buttress walls are provided on the opposite side of the backfill. In all these cases, the backfill tries to move the wall from its position. The movement of the wall is partly resisted by the wall itself and partly by soil in front of the wall. Sheet pile walls are more flexible than the other types. The earth pressure on these walls is dealt with in Chapter 20. There is another type of wall that is gaining popularity. This is mechanically stabilized reinforced earth retaining walls (MSE) which will be dealt with later on. This chapter deals with lateral earth pressures only.
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(c) A bridge abutment



(d) Water storage
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(f) Sheet pile wall



(e) Flood walls Figure 11.1



Use of retaining walls



11.2 LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE THEORY There are two classical earth pressure theories. They are 1. Coulomb's earth pressure theory. 2. Rankine's earth pressure theory. The first rigorous analysis of the problem of lateral earth pressure was published by Coulomb in (1776). Rankine (1857) proposed a different approach to the problem. These theories propose to estimate the magnitudes of two pressures called active earth pressure and passive earth pressure as explained below. Consider a rigid retaining wall with a plane vertical face, as shown in Fig. 11.3(a), is backfilled with cohesionless soil. If the wall does not move even after back filling, the pressure exerted on the wall is termed as pressure for the at rest condition of the wall. If suppose the wall gradually rotates about point A and moves away from the backfill, the unit pressure on the wall is gradually reduced and after a particular displacement of the wall at the top, the pressure reaches a constant value. The pressure is the minimum possible. This pressure is termed the active pressure since the weight of the backfill is responsible for the movement of the wall. If the wall is smooth,
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Base slab Heel (a) Gravity walls



(c) Cantilever walls



(b) Semi-gravity walls



Backfill



Counterfort



Face of wall —i — Buttress



Face of wall



(d) Counterfort walls



Figure 11.2



(e) Buttressed walls



Principal types of rigid retaining walls



the resultant pressure acts normal to the face of the wall. If the wall is rough, it makes an angle (180°-d7-(y)
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(a) Retaining wall



Figure 11.17



(b) Polygon of forces



Conditions for failure under active conditions
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Area of wedge ABC = A = 1/2 AC x BD where BD is drawn perpendicular to AC. From the law of sines, we have AC = AB



~—~~, BD = A5sin(a + 9\ AB = sm(# — p)



H



Making the substitution and simplifying we have, yH W=vA = . . ~—sin(a + >)-7—-—— / 2sm2a sm(#-/?)



(1147) ^ii^')



The various forces that are acting on the wedge are shown in Fig. 11.17(a). As the pressure face AB moves away from the backfill, there will be sliding of the soil mass along the wall from B towards A. The sliding of the soil mass is resisted by the friction of the surface. The direction of the shear stress is in the direction from A towards B. lfPn is the total normal reaction of the soil pressure acting on face AB, the resultant of Pn and the shearing stress is the active pressure Pa making an angle 8 with the normal. Since the shearing stress acts upwards, the resulting Pa dips below the normal. The angle 5 for this condition is considered positive. As the wedge ABC ruptures along plane AC, it slides along this plane. This is resisted by the frictional force acting between the soil at rest below AC, and the sliding wedge. The resisting shearing stress is acting in the direction from A towards C. If Wn is the normal component of the weight of wedge W on plane AC, the resultant of the normal Wn and the shearing stress is the reaction R. This makes an angle 0 with the normal since the rupture takes place within the soil itself. Statical equilibrium requires that the three forces Pa, W, and R meet at a point. Since AC is not the actual rupture plane, the three forces do not meet at a point. But if the actual surface of failure AC'C is considered, all three forces meet at a point. However, the error due to the nonconcurrence of the forces is very insignificant and as such may be neglected. The polygon of forces is shown in Fig. 11.17(b). From the polygon of forces, we may write



°r



P =



*



°--



< 1L48 >



In Eq. (11.48), the only variable is 6 and all the other terms for a given case are constants. Substituting for W, we have yH2 sin(0 ., Pa = -*—;2 ---—- sm(a + 2sin a sin(180° -aThe maximum value for Pa is obtained by differentiating Eq. (11.49) with respect to 6 and equating the derivative to zero, i.e.



The maximum value of Pa so obtained may be written as (11.50)
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Table 11. 2a 0° 8=0 8 = +0/2 8 = +/2/30 8 = +0



Active earth pressure coefficients KA for (3 = 0 and a = 90°



15



20



25



30



35



40



0.59 0.55 0.54 0.53



0.49 0.45 0.44 0.44



0.41 0.38 0.37 0.37



0.33 0.32 0.31 0.31



0.27 0.26 0.26 0.26



0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22



Table 1 1 .2b



Active earth pressure coefficients KA for 8 = 0, 13 varies from -30° to + 30° and a from 70° to 110° -30°



0=



= 20°



a =70° 80° 90° 100 110



0 = 30°



70° 80° 90° 100 110



70



0 = 40°



80



90 100 110



0.32 0.30 0.26 0.22 0.17



.



0.25 0.22 0.18 0.13 0.10



-12°



0°



+ 12°



+ 30°



0.54 0.49 0.44 0.37 0.30



0.61 0.54 0.49 0.41 0.33



0.76



-



0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.19



0.47 0.40 0.33 0.27 0.20



0.55 0.47 0.38 0.31 0.23



0.91 0.75 0.60 0.47



0.31 0.26 0.20 0.15 0.10



0.36 0.28 0.22 0.16 0.11



0.40 0.32 0.24 0.17 0.12



0.55 0.42 0.32 0.24 0.15



0.67 0.60 0.49 0.38



1.10



where KA is the active earth pressure coefficient.
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(11.51)



sin(a - 8) sin(a + /?)



The total normal component Pn of the earth pressure on the back of the wall is p n



1 2 = Pacos --yH 1f ,COS*



(11.52)



If the wall is vertical and smooth, and if the backfill is horizontal, we have J3=S = 0 and a = 90° Substituting these values in Eq. (11.51), we have K.A =



1-sin^ _f 0.4



Ph = n H



(11.67)



2x2



(a) For m < 0.4 Ph =



0.203n (0.16+ n 2 ) 2



(11.68)



Lateral Pressure on a Rigid Wall due to Strip Load A strip load is a load intensity with a finite width, such as a highway, railway line or earth embankment which is parallel to the retaining structure. The application of load is as given in Fig. 11.22. The equation for computing ph is ph = — (/?-sin/?cos2«r)



(11.69a)



The total lateral pressure per unit length of wall due to strip loading may be expressed as (Jarquio, 1981)



x = mH



*"] q/unit length x



q/unit area



H



Figure 11.21 Lateral pressure against a Figure 11.22 Lateral pressure against a rigid wall due to a line load rigid wall due to a strip load
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(11.69b) where a,i = tan



l



— H



and cc~2 = tan'



A+B



Example 11.14 A railway line is laid parallel to a rigid retaining wall as shown in Fig. Ex. 11.14. The width of the railway track and its distance from the wall is shown in the figure. The height of the wall is 10m. Determine (a) The unit pressure at a depth of 4m from the top of the wall due to the surcharge load (b) The total pressure acting on the wall due to the surcharge load Solution (a)FromEq(11.69a) The lateral earth pressure ph at depth 4 m is 2q ph =—(/?-sin/?cos2a) 2x60 18.44 x 3.14 - sin 18.44° cos 2 x 36.9 = 8.92 kN/m2 3.14 180 (b)FromEq. (11.69b)



where, q = 60 kN/m2, H = 10 m 2m . 2m =A



»T*



=B



Figure Ex. 11.14"
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A



2



a, = tan"1, — = tan"1, — = 11.31° H 10 T1 — H



^tan" 1 — 10



=21.80C



=—[10(21.80-11.31)] « 70 k N / m



11.12 CURVED SURFACES OF FAILURE FOR COMPUTING PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE It is customary practice to use curved surfaces of failure for determining the passive earth pressure P on a retaining wall with granular backfill if § is greater than 0/3. If tables or graphs are available for determining K for curved surfaces of failure the passive earth pressure P can be calculated. If tables or graphs are not available for this purpose, P can be calculated graphically by any one of the following methods. 1 . Logarithmic spiral method 2. Friction circle method In both these methods, the failure surface close to the wall is assumed as the part of a logarithmic spiral or a part of a circular arc with the top portion of the failure surface assumed as planar. This statement is valid for both cohesive and cohesionless materials. The methods are applicable for both horizontal and inclined backfill surfaces. However, in the following investigations it will be assumed that the surface of the backfill is horizontal. Logarithmic Spiral Method of Determining Passive Earth Pressure of Ideal Sand Property of a Logarithmic Spiral The equation of a logarithmic spiral may be expressed as (11.70) where rQ = arbitrarily selected radius vector for reference r = radius vector of any chosen point on the spiral making an angle 0 with rQ. 1 Graphically The directions of all the forces mentioned above except that of Fl are known. In order to determine the direction of F, combine the weight W{ and the force Pel which gives the resultant /?, (Fig. 1 1.23c). This resultant passes through the point of intersection nl of W{ and Pel in Fig. 1 1.23b and intersects force P{ at point n2. Equilibrium requires that force F{ pass through the same point. According to the property of the spiral, it must pass through the same point. According to the property of the spiral, it must pass through the center Ol of the spiral also. Hence, the direction of Fj is known and the polygon of forces shown in Fig. 1 1 .23c can be completed. Thus we obtain the intensity of the force P} required to produce a slip along surface Aelcl .



Determination of /*, by Moments Force Pl can be calculated by taking moments of all the forces about the center O{ of the spiral. Equilibrium of the system requires that the sum of the moments of all the forces must be equal to zero. Since the direction of Fl is now known and since it passes through Ol , it has no moment. The sum of the moments of all the other forces may be written as P1/1+W1/2+JP1/3=0



Therefore,



(11.72)



P =



+P \ -7(^2 ^) l



i



(11.73)



Pl is thus obtained for an assumed failure surface Ae^c^. The next step consists in repeating the investigation for more trial surfaces passing through A which intersect line BD at points e2, e3 etc. The values of Pr P2 P3 etc so obtained may be plotted as ordinates dl d{ , d2 d'2 etc., as shown in Fig. 1 1 .23b and a smooth curve C is obtained by joining points d{ , d'2 etc. Slip occurs along the surface corresponding to the minimum value P which is represented by the ordinate dd'. The corresponding failure surface is shown as Aec in Fig. 1 1.23b.



11.13 COEFFICIENTS OF PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE TABLES AND GRAPHS Concept of Coulomb's Formula Coulomb (1776) computed the passive earth pressure of ideal sand on the simplifying assumption that the entire surface of sliding consists of a plane through the lower edge A of contact face AB as shown in Fig. 1 1.24a. Line AC represents an arbitrary plane section through this lower edge. The forces acting on this wedge and the polygon of forces are shown in the figure. The basic equation for computing the passive earth pressure coefficient may be developed as follows:
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Consider a point on pressure surface AB at a depth z from point B (Fig 11.24a). The normal component of the earth pressure per unit area of surface AB may be expressed by the equation, Ppn = yzKp



(11.74)



where Kp is the coefficient of passive earth pressure. The total passive earth pressure normal to surface AB, P n, is obtained from Eq. (11.74) as follows,



o



sin a



pn



sin a



zdz o



(11.75)



sm«



where a is the angle made by pressure surface AB with the horizontal. Since the resultant passive earth pressure P acts at an angle 8 to the normal, pn



pp =



cos - 0 d = l/2 0
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(a) Influence of soil friction on soil dynamic pressure



Figure 11.26



(b) Influence of backfill slope on dynamic lateral pressure



Dynamic lateral active pressure (after Richards et al., 1979)
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It has been shown that the active pressure is highly sensitive to both the backfill slope (3, and the friction angle 0 of the soil (Fig. 11.26). It is necessary to recognize the significance of the expression (11.83) given under the root sign in Eq. (11.80). a. When Eq. (1 1.83) is negative no real solution is possible. Hence for stability, the limiting slope of the backfill must fulfill the condition



P) tan S (l-& v )(tan£-tan77)



(11.89)



= weight of retaining wall (Fig. 11.25) = angle of friction between the wall and soil



Eq. (11.89) is considerably affected by 8. If the wall inertia factor is neglected, a designer will have to go to an exorbitant expense to design gravity walls. It is clear that tolerable displacement of gravity walls has to be considered in the design. The weight of the retaining wall is therefore required to be determined to limit the displacement to the tolerable limit. The procedure is as follows 1. Set the tolerable displacement Ad 2. Determine the design value of kh by making use of the following equation (Richards et al., 1979) 0.2 A,2 ^



where Aa, AV = acceleration coefficients used in the Applied Technology Council (ATC) Building Code (1978) for various regions of the United States. M is in inches. 3. Using the values of kh calculated above, and assuming kv - 0, calculate KAe from Eq (11.80) 4. Using the value of KAe, calculate the weight, Ww, of the retaining wall by making use of Eqs. (11.88) and (11.89) 5. Apply a suitable factor of safety, say, 1.5 to Ww. Passive Pressure During Earthquakes Eq. (11.79) gives an expression for computing seismic active thrust which is based on the well known Mononobe-Okabe analysis for a plane surface of failure. The corresponding expression for passive resistance is Ppe=2^-k^KPe



KPe=



(11.91)



— cosrjcos2 0cos(S-0+Tj)



1-.
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Figure 11.28



Passive pressure on a retaining wall during earthquake



Fig. 11.28 gives the various forces acting on the wall under seismic conditions. All the other notations in Fig. 11.28 are the same as those in Fig. 11.25. The effect of increasing the slope angle P is to increase the passive resistance (Fig. 11.29). The influence of the friction angle of the soil (0) on the passive resistance is illustrated the Fig. 11.30.



Figure 11.29



Influence of backfill slope angle on passive pressure
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0



Figure 11.30
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0.4



0.6



Influence of soil friction angle on passive pressure



It has been explained in earlier sections of this chapter that the passive earth pressures calculated on the basis of a plane surface of failure give unsafe results if the magnitude of 6 exceeds 0/2. The error occurs because the actual failure plane is curved, with the degree of curvature increasing with an increase in the wall friction angle. The dynamic Mononobe-Okabe solution assumes a linear failure surface, as does the static Coulomb formulation. In order to set right this anomaly Morrison and Ebelling (1995) assumed the failure surface as an arc of a logarithmic spiral (Fig. 11.31) and calculated the magnitude of the passive pressure under seismic conditions. It is assumed here that the pressure surface is vertical (9=0) and the backfill surface horizontal (j3 = 0). The following charts have been presented by Morrison and Ebelling on the basis of their analysis.



Logarithmic spiral



Figure 11.31 Passive pressure from log spiral failure surface during earthquakes
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LEGEND Mononobe-Okabe Log spiral
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Figure 11.32
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Kpe versus kh, effect of 8



LEGEND Mononobe-Okabe Log spiral kv = 0,6 = (2/3)0



0.60



Figure 1 1 .33



Kpe versus kh, effect of



1 . Fig. 1 1 .32 gives the effect of 5 on the plot Kpe versus kh with kv = 0, for 0 =30°. The values of § assumed are 0, 1/2 (())) and(2/3 
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